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1. INTRODUCTION
When are cheap talk statements credible? Following Farrell [7], it is
often argued that a cheap talk statement about your planned behavior is
credible if it is self-committing: if you expected your cheap talk statement
to be believed, you would have an incentive to carry out your plan. Under
this view, players should always be able to coordinate on a Pareto-dominant Nash equilibrium of a complete information game. Aumann [1]
suggested a more stringent self-signalling requirement for credibility: your
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cheap talk statement about your planned behavior is only credible if you
would only want it to be believed if in fact it was true.
The contrast between the views is especially striking if one considers
games with both strategic complementarities and positive spillovers: each
player’s best response is increasing in other players’ actions; and each
player would prefer that other players choose higher actions. Such games
arise naturally in many economic settings, including bank runs and various
oligopoly problems. Thus a depositor in a bank will always want other
depositors to leave their money in the bank. This being the case, why
should he be believed when he claims he is going to leave his money in the
bank? There may be an equilibrium where all depositors leave their money
in the bank, but what is it about his cheap talk statement that makes it
more credible that the speaker will play according to this desirable equilibrium? Similarly, a duopolist always wants his competitor to choose lower
output. Why should he be believed when he claims he will produce low
output (even if it is part of a Nash equilibrium)?
We briefly review the complete information debate about cheap talk and
coordination in Section 2. However, our purpose in this paper is to derive
lessons about cheap talk and coordination with incomplete information. In
this context, we can formalize the idea that self-signalling is necessary for
cheap talk statements to be credible and that positive spillovers prevent
communication. We will focus on two player games with one-sided
incomplete information (though we will offer comments and examples to
demonstrate the new issues that arise in games of two-sided incomplete
information). Crawford and Sobel [6] also looked at cheap talk games of
one-sided incomplete information but allowed only one player, the receiver,
to take an action after the player with information, the sender, sends a
message in the cheap talk stage. We allow the sender and receiver to play a
game and therefore for both to take actions after the cheap talk stage. This,
therefore, generates our key new issue: if and when is it possible for the
sender to credibly communicate his type-dependent action in the game and
to coordinate on efficient outcomes?
Formally, we consider two questions. When is there full communication,
in the sense that the informed player truthfully reveals his type and the two
players then play a Nash equilibrium of the underlying complete information game? And when is there no communication, so that the equilibria of
the cheap talk game are outcome equivalent to equilibria where cheap talk
is not allowed?
Consider first our full communication result. A complete information
game is self-signalling if a player does not have an incentive to deceive his
opponent about which action he intends to take. In particular, conditional
on a player being forced to choose action a, he would prefer that his
opponent choose the best response to a to his choosing the best response to
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any other action aŒ. An action a for the informed player is a Stackelberg
action if he could not do better by committing to another action aŒ and
allowing his opponent to choose a best response to aŒ. We show that in a
two player, private values, one-sided incomplete information game with selfsignalling satisfied and a Stackelberg, Nash equilibrium existing for every
type profile, there exists an equilibrium with communication where players
truthfully announce their types and play according to the Stackelberg
action, Nash equilibrium for the announced type profile (Proposition 7).
The self-signalling condition rules out the difficulty identified by Aumann
[1]. The Stackelberg action requirement rules out play of a dominated
equilibrium for the informed player. Otherwise, he would have the incentive to lie about his type to get his opponent to coordinate on his preferred
equilibrium. Therefore, our full communication result shows that these are
the only two conflicts between players that impede the successful transmission of information in a private values environment.
Our sufficient condition for no communication requires stronger
assumptions. We show that when the uninformed player only has two
actions and all types of the informed player have the same preferences over
these actions, no communication can occur in equilibrium (Proposition 10).
Thus a failure of self-signalling implies that communication is impossible.
However, we show by example that in many action games, even when the
sender’s preferences over mixed strategies are type-independent, communication is possible (though it is very fragile). We also present a series of
examples that demonstrate that communication when there is two-sided
incomplete information presents new issues involving transmission of
correlated information and two-way communication.
The above results are described in Section 3. We begin with a review of
the complete information cheap-talk literature.

2. CHEAP TALK AND COORDINATION WITH
COMPLETE INFORMATION: A REVIEW
We provide a very brief review in this section of some key ideas in the
literature on cheap talk with complete information. The reader is referred
to Farrell and Rabin [9] for a more complete discussion.
2.1. Leading Example
Throughout the paper, we will be interested in the following example.
Two players/firms must decide whether to invest (I) or not invest (N). The
two players might be firms in different industries but in the same local area
so one firm’s investment decision affects the other through demand externalities. Or they could be two firms that do business with each other and
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are deciding whether to upgrade to a new technology, say, new software.
Not investing is the choice of staying with the existing technology, while
investing involves adopting the new technology, i.e., purchasing new
software. There is a cost c of investing and the firms receive a return on
their investment only if both invest: we assume they each receive a gross
return of 100 in this case. Thus there are strategic complementarities (each
firm has more incentive to invest if the other firm invests). In addition,
there is a ‘‘spillover’’ x that one firm receives if the other firm invests,
independent of whether the first firm invests. Thus payoffs are given by the
following matrix:

FIGURE 1

When the two firms are in different industries in the same locality, firm 1’s
investment might increase the firm 2’s profit by increasing demand in the
local economy, so there will be a positive spillover (x > 0). If the two firms
are doing business together, there may be a cost to firm 2 if one firm 1’s
upgrades its technology, so there will be a negative spillover (x < 0).
If it is common knowledge that the cost of investing is ‘‘low’’ (c=90) for
both players, payoffs are given by the following bi-matrix:

FIGURE 2

This game has two strict Nash equilibria: both invest and both not invest.
If x > −10, the both invest equilibrium is an efficient outcome in the game.
Conventional wisdom holds that if one player (say, player 1) is able to
communicate about his intentions in this game, the efficient equilibrium
will be played. Farrell [7] argued that the promise ‘‘I will invest’’ by player
1 will be credible to player 2 because if player 1 expected his statement to
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be believed, he would have an incentive to carry out his promise. 2 Farrell
and Rabin [9] label this notion of credibility self-commitment. The promise
‘‘I will invest’’ will always be credible in the above game, and since it leads
to player 1’s most preferred payoff, he will always choose to make it.
Aumann [1] has argued that this criterion of credibility is insufficient, at
least in some cases. Consider the above game in the case where x=1, so
the payoff matrix becomes

FIGURE 3

In this case, player 1 would like player 2 to invest independent of the action
that player 1 plans to carry out. This being the case, a promise to invest by
player 1 conveys no information about player 1’s actual intent. In particular, suppose that player 1 thought it was likely that player 2 would ignore
any cheap talk statement and would play safe by not investing but that
there was a positive probability that player 2 would believe his cheap talk
statement. Then he would have an incentive to announce ‘‘I will invest’’
and not do so.
Aumann’s critique suggests a stronger credibility requirement (again, the
terminology is taken from Farrell and Rabin [9]): A statement is selfsignalling if the speaker would want it to be believed only if it is true. The
statement ‘‘I will invest’’ is self-signalling for player 1 in the game of figure
2 only if x [ 0. If x > 0, the statement ‘‘I will invest’’ is not self-signalling
because player 1 would want that statement to be believed even if he were
planning to not invest.
Most of the existing literature on cheap talk and about intended actions
in complete information games has followed Farrell’s lead in focussing on
variations of the self-commitment notion of credibility while ignoring the
self-signalling issue. Both evolutionary models of equilibrium selection with
cheap talk (Kim and Sobel [10]) and experimental work (Charness [4])
seem to confirm Farrell’s view that self-commitment and not self-signalling
is the key credibility requirement under complete information.
2.2. Formalizing the Credibility Properties
There are two players, 1 and 2. Each player i has a finite action set Ai .
2
Farrell is applying the logic of his neologism proofness first developed in [8] for cheap
talk about hidden information.
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A complete information game is described by a pair of payoff functions
(g1 , g2 ), with each gi : A Q R (where A=A1 × A2 ). We will focus on generic
complete information games, assuming in particular that gi (a) ] gi (aŒ) for
all a, aŒ ¥ A with a ] aŒ. With this restriction, pure strategy best response
functions, bi : Aj Q Ai , are well-defined:
bi (aj ) — arg max gi (ai , aj )
ai ¥ Ai

We want to consider the credibility of statements by one player, say,
player 1.
Definition 1. Action a1 is self-committing if g1 (a1 , b2 (a1 )) > g1 (a −1 , b2 (a1 ))
for all a −1 ¥ A1 . 3
Action a1 is self-committing if it is the optimal action for player 1 if he
expects his opponent to choose a best response to action a1 . Action a1
is self-committing exactly if (a1 , b2 (a1 )) is a strict, pure strategy Nash
equilibrium of g. In the game of Fig. 2, the action invest is always selfcommitting.
We will later be interested in which action a player would wish to
commit to (if he were able to commit).
Definition 2. Action a1 is the Stackelberg action if g1 (a1 , b2 (a1 )) >
g1 (a −1 , b2 (a −1 )) for all a −1 ¥ A1 .
In the game of Fig. 2, the action invest is the Stackelberg action for
player 1 if x > −10. If a1 is self-committing and a1 is the Stackelberg
action, then (a1 , b(a1 )) is the pure strategy Nash equilibrium g most
preferred by player 1.
Formalizing the idea of self-signalling (a statement is self-signalling if the
speaker would want it to be believed only if it is true) is tricky as it depends
on how other statements would be evaluated. The following definition is a
very strong property that requires that all statements about the action to be
played would be self-signalling.
Definition 3. The game g is self-signalling (for player 1) if g1 (a1 , b2 (a1 )) >
g1 (a1 , a2 ) for all a1 ¥ A1 and a2 ¥ A2 .
This property requires that if a player is going to choose an action a1 ,
then he would like his opponent to choose a best response to that action.
The game of Fig. 2 is self-signalling only if x [ 0: if x > 0, then if player 1
3
In this and the next two definitions, we use strict inequalities. Our focus on generic payoffs
implies that indifference and hence a weak inequality never arises.
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planned to not invest, he would prefer that this opponent invest (which is
not a best response). Observe that if a1 is the Stackelberg action and the
game g is self-signalling, then a1 is self-committing and (a1 , b2 (a1 )) is the
most preferred action profile of player 1, since for all a −1 ¥ A1 and a2 ¥ A2
g1 (a1 , b2 (a1 )) > g1 (a −1 , b2 (a −1 )),
−
1

> g1 (a , a2 ),

since a1 is Stackelberg
since g is self-signalling

Some of the significance of these properties can be seen by considering
games where there is a natural order on the actions of both players.
Following the terminology of Cooper and John [5], we use the following
definitions.

Definition 4. The game g has strategic complementarities for player i
if bi is increasing.
Definition 5. The game g has positive spilloversfor player i if gi (ai , aj )
is strictly increasing in aj .
Under the natural ordering, the game of Fig. 2 always has strategic
complementarities (for both players), but it has positive spillovers only if
x > 0 (i.e., exactly when the game is not self-signalling). If a game g has
strategic complementarities and positive spillovers for both players, then
there is a ‘‘largest equilibrium’’ which is Pareto-preferred by both players.
Milgrom and Roberts [11] show that this largest and Pareto-preferred
equilibrium is [1] a semistrong Nash equilibrium, i.e., robust to any coalitional deviation that is itself robust against any individual deviation; and
[2] is a coalition-proof correlated equilibrium for any coalition communication structure. This suggests that cheap talk might be especially effective
in achieving the efficient equilibrium in this setting (and Milgrom and
Roberts cite many economic applications where strategic complementarities
and positive spillovers are both satisfied).
Yet it is immediate that a game with positive spillovers fails the self-signalling condition. In a game with positive spillovers, a player always has an
incentive to get his opponent to choose a high action, independent of what
he plans to do. Thus if the Aumann [1] critique has any relevance, it surely
applies to games with positive spillovers. In the next section, we will see
that with incomplete information, some form of self-signalling will be
required for effective cheap talk communication and positive spillovers will
tend to preclude communication.
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3. CHEAP TALK AND COORDINATION WITH
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION
In the literature on cheap talk in complete information games discussed
in the previous section, authors propose refinements of Nash equilibrium
based on intuitive credibility requirements. There is no formal way of
evaluating the correctness of the intuition behind the solution concepts. In
studying coordination with incomplete information, we can restrict attention to the standard solution concept of perfect Bayesian equilibrium (with
no special refinements), and then see which features of the coordination
game allow cheap talk about actions to be effective in equilibrium. We will
see that the need for self-signalling and the incentive problems created by
positive spillovers emerge naturally from the equilibrium analysis. Thus
adding incomplete information represents one way of trying of formalizing
intuitions about the credibility of cheap talk.
3.1. Leading Example
Now let there be some uncertainty about the cost of investing. The cost
of investing is either low (c=90) or high (c=110), giving the following
payoff matrices:

FIGURE 4

Thus a player with high costs has a dominant strategy to not invest. But if
it was common knowledge that both firms had low costs, we would have
the game of Fig. 2 and there would be an equilibrium where both invested.
We assume that there is incomplete information about costs. While
player 2 is known to be low cost, player 1 is low cost with probability 45 and
high cost with probability 15 . Notice that we can analyze the equilibria of
this incomplete information game without knowing the value of x: it is
strategically irrelevant. If player 1 is high cost, he has a dominant strategy
to not invest. Thus player 2 assigns probability at least 15 to player 1 not
investing. Thus the net gain to the (low cost) player 2 (from investing over
not investing) is at most 45 (10)+15 (−90)=−10 < 0; so there is no investment in any equilibrium.
This outcome is inefficient: both players would gain if they could coordinate on investment when both their costs are low (as long as x > −10).
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We will allow player 1 to make cheap talk statements before the players
simultaneously choose actions, and see how this influences the outcome. It
turns out that what is crucial is whether there are positive spillovers: the
sign of x is critical.
3.1.1. Adding cheap talk without positive spillovers. Let x=−1, so that
the above payoff matrices become:

FIGURE 5

The following is an equilibrium: player 1 truthfully announces his type. If
he announces that he is low cost, both players invest. If he announces that
he is high cost, both players don’t invest.
3.1.2. Adding cheap talk with positive spillovers. Let x=1, so that the
above payoff matrices become:

FIGURE 6

Truth-telling is no longer an equilibrium. The problem is that now the high
cost type of player 1—who has a dominant strategy to not invest—would
now strictly prefer that player 2 invests nonetheless. Thus the low cost type
of player 1 can no longer credibly convey information. One can verify
that every equilibrium of the game with cheap talk has no investment in
equilibrium.
Thus by increasing x from −1 to 1 (i.e., making the both invest equilibrium more attractive for both players), we have paradoxically destroyed the
possibility of efficient investment in equilibrium. 4
4
As V. Bhaskar has pointed out to us, all that actually matters is that x has increased for
the committed (high cost) type. If x were positive for player 2 and the low cost type of player
1 but negative for the high cost type of player 1, we could still have communication in
equilibrium.
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3.2. The Model
There are 2 players, 1 and 2. Each player i has a finite set of possible
actions, Ai . We write A=A1 × A2 . Player 1 is one of a finite set of possible
types, T. The prior over the type space is p ¥ D(T) where p(t) > 0 for all
t ¥ T. The informed player 1’s utility function is u1 : A × T Q R; the
uninformed player 2’s utility function is u2 : A Q R.
Without cheap talk, a behavioral strategy for the informed player is a
function â1 : T Q D(A1 ). A behavioral strategy for the uniformed player is
just a mixed strategy â2 ¥ D(A2 ). A (Bayes Nash) equilibrium is defined in
the usual way.
Now add a cheap talk stage. There is a, discrete message space for the
informed player 1, M. Therefore, player 1’s has a talking strategy,
m: T Q D(M); and an action strategy, a1 : M × T Q D(A1 ). The action strategy for player 2 is a2 : M Q D(A2 ). Beliefs for player 2 are l: M Q D(T).
We will be interested in perfect Bayesian equilibria of the game with cheap
talk: (m, a1 , a2 , l) is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium [PBE] if each player is
playing optimally at all his information sets given the strategy of the other
and beliefs are updated using Bayes’ rule whenever possible.
Definition 6. (m, a1 , a2 , l) is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium if
(1) m(m | t) > 0 S
m ¥ arg maxmŒ ¥ M ;a ¥ A [a1 (a1 | mŒ, t) a2 (a2 | mŒ)] u1 (a, t)
(2) a1 (a1 | m, t) > 0 S
a1 ¥ arg maxa −1 ¥ A1 ;a2 ¥ A2 a2 (a2 | m) u1 (a −1 , a2 , t) and
a2 (a2 | m) > 0 S
a2 ¥ arg maxa −2 ¥ A2 ; t ¥ T l(t | m) ; a1 ¥ A1 a1 (a1 | m, t) u2 (a1 a −2 )
p(t) m(m | t)

(3) l(t | m)=;tŒ ¥ T p(tŒ) m(m | tŒ)
for all m ¥ Mm — {mŒ: m(mŒ | tŒ) > 0 for some tŒ ¥ T}.
3.2.1. Full communication. If the type of the informed player were
common knowledge, then the players would choose a Nash equilibrium of
the corresponding complete information game for each realized type.
Suppose we fix a Nash equilibrium for each realized type. When is there an
equilibrium of the game with incomplete information of player 1’s type and
cheap talk, where player 1 truthfully announces his type and the full
information equilibrium is replicated?
Suppose that there was a message corresponding to each possible type of
player 1, i.e., T ı M. Write m g for the fully revealing talking strategy, i.e.,

˛

m g(m | t)=

1,
0,

if m=t
if m ] t.
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Let fi : T Q Ai for each player i. We say that f=(f1 , f2 ) is played in a full
revelation equilibrium of the cheap talk game if the following strategiesbeliefs are a perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the cheap talk game:
m=m g

˛
˛
˛

a1 (a1 | m, t)=

1,
0,

if a1 =f1 (t)
otherwise

a2 (a2 | m)=

1,
0,

if a2 =f2 (m)
otherwise

l(t | m)=

1,
0,

if t=m
otherwise.

Proposition 7. Suppose (u1 ( · , t), u2 ) is a generic game for all t ¥ T and
let A g2 ={a2 : a2 =f2 (t) for some t ¥ T}. Then f is played in a full revelation
equilibrium if and only if
u1 (f1 (t), f2 (t), t) > u1 (a1 , a2 , t)

(1)

for all t ¥ T, a1 ¥ A1 and a2 ¥ A g2 ; and
u2 (f1 (t), f2 (t)) > u2 (f1 (t), a2 )

(2)

for all t ¥ T and a2 ¥ A2 .
Proof. Condition (2) simply states that player 2 chooses a best response
to player 1’s equilibrium action. If (1) is also satisfied, then we can construct a full revelation equilibrium as follows. For all m ¥ M 0 T, let l( · | m)
be any belief that puts probability 1 on some element of A g2 . Now no
deviation by player 1 will ever induce player 2 to choose an action not in
A g2 . To show the necessity of (1), suppose that (1) failed. Then there exist
t̂ ¥ T, â1 ¥ A1 and â2 ¥ A g2 such that u1 (f1 (t̂), f2 (t̂), t̂) < u1 (â1 , â2 , t̂). Since
â2 ¥ A g2 , there exists tŒ ¥ T such that f2 (tŒ)=â2 . Now type t̂ of player 1
has a payoff improving deviation, by announcing that he is type tŒ and
choosing action â1 . L
The exact characterization of Proposition 7 can be related to the properties of the previous section as follows. Recall that we showed in the
previous section that if
(a) f2 (t) is a best response for player 2 to f1 (t);
(b) f1 (t) is a self-committing action for player 1 in the game u( · , t);
(c) f1 (t) is the Stackelberg action for player 1 in the game u( · , t);
and
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(d) the game u( · , t) satisfies self-signalling for player 1;
then
u1 (f1 (t), f2 (t), t) \ u1 (a1 , a2 , t)
for all a1 ¥ A1 and a2 ¥ A2 . Thus if the above four conditions hold for all t,
then f is played in a full revelation equilibrium.
The four conditions are also necessary if f is a full revelation equilibrium
where all actions get played, i.e., for all ai ¥ Ai , there exists t such that
fi (t)=ai . This property will be true for any f played in a full revelation
equilibrium if (1) for each action a1 ¥ A1 there exists t ¥ T such that a1 is a
dominant strategy for player 1 in the game u( · , t); and (2) for each action
a2 ¥ A2 , there exists a1 ¥ A1 such that u2 (a1 , a2 ) > u2 (a1 , a −2 ) for all a −2 ¥ A2 .
Then for all t ¥ T, we must have (a), (b) and (c) holding, and u1 (f1 (t),
f2 (t), t) \ u1 (f1 (t), a2 , t) for all a2 ¥ A2 . This last property requires that
each action a1 is self-signalling when player 1 is called upon to choose it.
It is straightforward to extend the sufficient condition for the existence
of a fully revealing equilibrium to two-sided incomplete information (see an
earlier version of this paper, Baliga and Morris [2]). In particular, there is
a fully revealing equilibrium if the complete information games are selfsignalling for both players and each player is called upon to choose a
Stackelberg action and the Stackelberg action profile forms a Nash
equilibrium.
We already saw in the positive spillovers example of Section 3.1.2 a game
where the efficient outcome was not played in a full revelation equilibrium
because of a failure of self-signalling condition. We now consider an
example where the game is self-signalling, but we nonetheless cannot
support an efficient full revelation equilibrium because the Stackelberg
condition fails. Examples such as this motivate Banks and Calvert’s [3]
analysis of cheap talk in the Battle of the Sexes games.
Let player 2 have the low cost payoffs of figure 5 (for sure). Player 1
either has the high cost payoffs of Fig. 5 or has the following payoffs
(arising with low cost, c=90, and x=−11)

FIGURE 7
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In this game, the self-signalling condition is always satisfied. But if both
firms are low cost, the ‘‘both don’t invest’’ equilibrium is preferred by
player 1 and the ‘‘both invest’’ equilibrium is preferred by player 2: firm 1
has a preference for the old software while firm 2 prefers the new software.
There is no equilibrium where player 1 tells the truth and both players
invest when player 1 has low cost and not invest when player 1 has high
cost. The low cost type of player 1 has an incentive to lie and pretend he is
high cost to persuade player 2 to not invest and not invest himself. The
difficulty is that as the informed agent prefers the equilibrium where they
both do not invest to the invest equilibrium that is played if he tells the
truth. In our terminology, ‘‘invest’’ is not a Stackelberg action for the low
cost type of player 1.
3.2.2. No communication. Without self-signalling, full revelation is not
possible. We now examine when the incentive problems are so great that it
is impossible to transmit any private information in the cheap-talk game.
Notice that this question is qualitatively different from the question asked
above: there we looked for conditions for the existence of a fully revealing
equilibrium (though the equilibrium set could and does contain other equilibria) while here we ask that the equilibrium set contain only non-communicative equilibria. We will show that positive spillovers (an extreme
failure of self-signalling) imply that no communication is possible, but only
under restrictive conditions.
Recall that given a talking strategy m, we write Mm for the set of messages sent with positive probability by some type, Mm — {m: m(m | t) > 0 for
some t ¥ T}.
Definition 8. There is no communication in a PBE (m, a1 , a2 , l) if
a2 ( · , m)=a2 ( · , mŒ) for all m, mŒ ¥ Mm .
Observe that every no communication equilibrium is outcome equivalent
to an equilibrium without cheap talk.
Definition 9. There are binary action positive spillovers if A2 ={0, 1}
and u1 (a1 , 1, t) > u1 (a1 , 0, t) for all a1 ¥ A1 and t ¥ T.
Proposition 10. If there are binary action positive spillovers, then there
is no communication in any equilibrium of the cheap talk, game.
Proof. Let (m, a1 , a2 , l) be an equilibrium of the cheap talk game.
Suppose m and mŒ were both elements of Mm and
a2 (1 | mŒ) > a2 (1 | m).

(3)
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Let t be a type who sends message m with positive probability (m(m | t) > 0)
and let a1 be an action played with positive probability by type t if he sends
message m (i.e., a1 (a1 | m, t) > 0). His equilibrium payoff is
C a2 (a2 | m) u1 (a1 , a2 , t).
a2 ¥ A2

Type t’s expected payoff to following the pure strategy ‘‘send message mŒ
and choose action a1 ’’ is then
C a2 (a2 | mŒ) u1 (a1 , a2 , t)
a2 ¥ A2

and, by the positive spillovers property and (3),
C a2 (a2 | mŒ) u1 (a1 , a2 , t) > C a2 (a2 | m) u1 (a1 , a2 , t).
a2 ¥ A2

a2 ¥ A2

This contradicts our assumption that (m, a1 , a2 , l) is an equilibrium. L
It turns out that it is very hard to weaken the conditions under which
this negative result holds, as we will demonstrate in a series of three
examples. Crawford and Sobel [6] and a number of applied papers have
shown that even when there is a conflict of interest between the sender and
receiver in a sender-receiver game, it is still possible to construct partially
revealing equilibria. Our examples demonstrate similar effects when the
cheap talk concerns an endogenous action and not an exogenous type.
First, consider the restriction to binary actions. Our first example illustrates why with many actions for the uninformed player, it is not enough to
have common preferences over the opponent’s pure actions.
Example 1. Let T1 ={t1 , t −1 }, with each type equally likely. Let A1 =
{U, D} and A2 ={L, C, R}. Payoffs are given by:

FIGURE 8

Notice that player 1 has constant preferences over his opponent’s pure
actions (independent of his action and type): he always ranks his opponent’s action choice R P C P L. There is an equilibrium where player 1
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announces m if his type is t1 and randomizes 50/50 between m and mŒ if his
type is t −1 ; he then chooses action U if type t1 and D if type t −1 . Player 2
randomizes between actions L and R with probabilities 1/5 and 4/5
respectively if the message is m, and chooses C if the message is mŒ.
The no communication result is also maintained with two-sided uncertainty as long as the types of the two players are independent and as long
as only one player is allowed to talk. This is because equilibrium announcements have (equilibrium) interpretations that they reveal information
about the actions that the sender will take. But with correlated types, messages may have more complex interpretations, i.e., depending on the type
of the receiver, they convey different information about the speaker’s
intended actions. As example 2 shows, this allows information to be
conveyed, even in equilibria where the speaker’s preferences over the receiver’s mixed actions are the same for all types and where there is no
indifference over the messages sent in equilibrium.
Example 2. Let T1 ={H, L, HŒ, LŒ} and T2 ={t2 , t −2 }, with the prior be
given by the table:

FIGURE 9
1
9

2

3

where a < < (a+a )/(1+a ). Both types of player 2 and types L and LŒ
of player 1 have the low cost payoffs of the positive spillover example of
Section 3.1.2 (see Fig. 4). Types H and HŒ of player 1 have the high cost
payoffs.
In the absence of cheap talk, the unique equilibrium has no investment.
With cheap talk, there is an equilibrium where types H and L announce m;
types HŒ and LŒ announce mŒ. Types L and LŒ of player 1 invest, types H
and HŒ do not invest (independently of messages). Type t2 invests only if
message m is sent. Type t −2 invests only if message mŒ is sent.
One might imagine that with independent types and two-sided information, information cannot be conveyed in equilibrium if there are binary
action positive spillovers even if both players can talk. We show this is not
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the case. 5 When both players send messages, actions can be made contingent on the message profile. Therefore, in our last example, the final
probability of investment faced by player 1 depends also on the message
sent by player 2. Therefore, some type of player 1 might be willing to send
a message that has a lower ex ante probability of causing player 2 to invest
but implies a high ex post probability of investment for certain message
profiles.
Example 3. We return to the investment game of Fig. 1. Restrict
attention to the case where x=1 and the cost of investing takes one of
three values: low [L] (c=10), medium [M] (c=90) or high [H]
(c=110). Thus payoffs are:

FIGURE 10

Each player is low cost with probability 12 , medium cost with probability
and high cost with probability 16 (types are independent).
The following is a symmetric pure strategy equilibrium of the cheap talk
game. The low cost and high cost types send message m. The medium cost
types send message mŒ. The low cost types invest if either both players have
sent message m; or both players have sent message mŒ. The medium cost

1
3

5

We thus show that Proposition 4.11 in Baliga and Morris [2] was false as stated.
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types invest only if both players have sent message mŒ. The high cost types
never invest. Formally, each player follows the following strategy:

˛
˛

m̃i (ti )=
ãi (ti , mi , mj )=

m, if ti =L or H
mŒ, if ti =M
I, if (ti , mi , mj )=(L, m, m), (L, mŒ, mŒ) or (M, mŒ, mŒ)
N, otherwise

To check optimality of the action choices, first notice that the high cost
type never invests, the medium cost type invests if the probability of his
opponent investing is at least 109 ; and the low cost type invests if the probability of his opponent investing is at least 101 . Now observe that if both
players have sent message m, each expects his opponent to invest with
probability 34 ; if both have sent message mŒ, each expects his opponent to
invest with probability 1; if they have sent different messages, each expects
the other to invest with probability 0.
Now go back to the ex ante stage. Sending message m implies a 23 chance
of a having probability 34 that the opponent will invest (and a 13 chance that
he will not invest for sure). Sending message mŒ implies a 13 chance of a
having probability 1 that the opponent will invest (and a 23 chance that he
will not invest for sure). Now all types would like the opponent to invest
but they have different preferences over those options.
The high cost type is not going to invest anyway, so he just wants the
highest ex ante probability of investment. Sending message m gives a
2
3
1
1
1
3 × 4=2 probability of investment; sending message mŒ gives a 3 × 1=3
probability. So the high cost type sends message m.
If the medium cost type sends message m, he will not invest for sure and
his interim expected utility (conditional on sending message m) will be
1
1
1
2 (1)+2 (0)=2 . If he sends message mŒ, he will invest if his opponent sends
message mŒ and not otherwise. So his interim expected utility will be
2
1
11
3 (0)+3 (11)= 3 . So he sends message mŒ.
If the low cost type sends message m, he will invest if his opponent sends
message m. So his interim expected utility is 23 ( 34 (91)+14 (−10))+13 (0)=
263
5
4 =43 6 . If he sends message mŒ, he will invest if his opponent sends
message mŒ. So his interim expected utility is 23 (0)+13 (91)=913=30 13 . So he
will send message m.

4. CONCLUSION
When is cheap talk about intended actions credible? Intuitively, if the
speaker always has an incentive to induce the same behavior from his
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opponent, independent of his own intended actions, his cheap talk will not
be credible. On the other hand, if—conditional on his actual action—the
speaker would always like his opponent to best respond to that action, then
cheap talk will be credible. These intuitions are hard to formalize with
complete information. However, they emerge naturally in an environment
with incomplete information. We have identified sufficient conditions for
full communication and no communication in games with one-sided
incomplete information.
It is possible to relax our sufficient conditions for full communication.
Our results for full communication focus on pure strategies. If we encompassed full communication equilibria where mixed strategies were played,
we would want to adjust the conditions accordingly. 6 Moreover, the full
strength of our self-signalling condition is necessary for full communication
only if all actions are being played in equilibrium. Future research might
therefore look at relaxing self-signalling and the other conditions identified
here while still retaining full communication.
Our examples show that—perhaps surprisingly—it will be hard to relax
the sufficient conditions for no communication. It would be interesting to
examine how much information can be communicated in more general
environments with positive spillovers.
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